% after which the ablation volume slowly declines. This phenomenon may be attributed to plasma absorption and heat dissipation in the thin film.
Keywords: laser ablation, composition gradient, nanosecond, crater, morphology [5] , imaging of the process with fast ICCD cameras [6] , time-offlight measurements [7] or analysis of the plume expansion [8] .
Although these studies cover a wide range of materials including pure metals [9] , alloys [10] , semiconductors [11] and optical transparent materials [12] , their common ground is the approach used to study the laser- 
Material and methods
We report one of the first studies The equilibrium phases present at these chemical compositions represent a good starting point for analysis and are given in Table 1 . exhibit an interconnected, porous surface, which appears to be re-solidified material 'frozen in motion' (Fig. 9b -right hand side) .
In addition to the composition of the thin film, we attributed the change in crater shape for craters in region 2 to the columnar structure of the parent material ( Fig. 9b -left at.% Al).
In the first region, the ablated volume was proportional to the amount of aluminum in the sample; the craters were deeper and narrower and the sub-surface was noticeably affected by heat; a higher amount of redeposited material compared to the second region was present, which indicated that the energy delivered by the beam was close to the ablation threshold.
In the second region, the craters were wider and shallower, and the sub-surface showed little heat damage; the variation of the volume was inverse proportional to the amount of aluminum, despite the threshold continuously decreasing. We have attributed this behaviour to the increase in plasma density followed by partially decoupling of the workpiece from the incoming laser radiation. 
